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Abstract We are interested in characterization of syn-

chronization transitions of bursting neurons in the fre-

quency domain. Instantaneous population firing rate (IPFR)

RðtÞ, which is directly obtained from the raster plot of

neural spikes, is often used as a realistic collective quantity

describing population activities in both the computational

and the experimental neuroscience. For the case of spiking

neurons, a realistic time-domain order parameter, based on

RðtÞ, was introduced in our recent work to characterize the

spike synchronization transition. Unlike the case of spiking

neurons, the IPFR RðtÞ of bursting neurons exhibits

population behaviors with both the slow bursting and the

fast spiking timescales. For our aim, we decompose the

IPFR RðtÞ into the instantaneous population bursting rate

RbðtÞ (describing the bursting behavior) and the instanta-

neous population spike rate RsðtÞ (describing the spiking

behavior) via frequency filtering, and extend the realistic

order parameter to the case of bursting neurons. Thus, we

develop the frequency-domain bursting and spiking order

parameters which are just the bursting and spiking ‘‘co-

herence factors’’ bb and bs of the bursting and spiking

peaks in the power spectral densities of Rb and Rs (i.e.,

‘‘signal to noise’’ ratio of the spectral peak height and its

relative width). Through calculation of bb and bs, we ob-

tain the bursting and spiking thresholds beyond which the

burst and spike synchronizations break up, respectively.

Consequently, it is shown in explicit examples that the

frequency-domain bursting and spiking order parameters

may be usefully used for characterization of the bursting

and the spiking transitions, respectively.

Keywords Frequency-domain order parameters �
Bursting neurons � Burst and spike synchronization

transitions

Introduction

Recently, much attention has been paid to brain rhythms,

observed in electrical recordings of firing activity (Buzsáki

2006). These brain rhythms emerge via synchronization

between firings of individual neurons. This kind of neural

synchronization may be used for efficient sensory and

cognitive processing (Wang 2003, 2010), and it is also

correlated with pathological rhythms associated with neu-

ral diseases (Uhlhaas and Singer 2006; Traub and Whit-

tington 2010; Kaper et al. 2013). Here, we are interested in

characterization of population synchronization of bursting

neurons in terms of neural synchrony measures (Golomb

2007). Bursting occurs when neuronal activity alternates,

on a slow timescale, between a silent phase and an active

(bursting) phase of fast repetitive spikings (Rinzel 1985,

1987; Coombes and Bressloff 2005; Izhikevich 2006,

2007). Due to the slow and fast timescales of bursting

activity, bursting neurons exhibit two types of burst and

spike synchronizations. Burst synchronization on the slow

bursting timescale refers to a coherence between the active

phase onset or offset times of bursting neurons, while spike

synchronization on the fast spike timescale characterizes a

coherence between intraburst spikes fired by bursting

neurons (Rubin 2007; Omelchenko et al. 2010). Many
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recent studies on the burst and spike synchronizations have

been made in several aspects (e.g., chaotic phase syn-

chronization, transitions between different states of burst

synchronization, effect of network topology, effect on in-

formation transmission, suppression of bursting synchro-

nization, and effect of noise and coupling on the burst and

spike synchronization) (van Vreeswijk and Hansel 2001;

Dhamala et al. 2004; Ivanchenko et al. 2004; Belykh et al.

2005; Duan et al. 2013; Shi and Lu 2005, 2009; Tanaka

et al. 2006; Batista et al. 2007, 2012; Pereira et al. 2007;

Sun et al. 2011; Yu et al. 2011; Lameu et al. 2012; Kim

et al. 2012; Kim and Lim 2013; Meng et al. 2013; Wang

et al. 2013).

In this paper,we are interested in practical characterization

of the burst and spike synchronization transitions of bursting

neurons in the frequency domain. The frequency-domain

method has often been employed in the field of nonlinear

dynamics to analyze the dynamical bifurcations (Itovich and

Moiola 2001, 2002; Torresi et al. 2012). Population syn-

chronizationmaybewell visualized in the raster plot of neural

spikes which can be obtained in experiments. Instantaneous

population firing rate (IPFR), RðtÞ, which is directly obtained
from the raster plot of spikes, is a realistic population quantity

describing collective behaviors in both the computational and

the experimental neuroscience (Brunel and Hakim 1999,

2008; Brunel 2000; Brunel and Wang 2003; Geisler et al.

2005; Brunel and Hansel 2006; Wang 2010). This ex-

perimentally-obtainable RðtÞ is in contrast to the ensemble-

averaged potential XG which is often used as a population

quantity in the computational neuroscience, because to di-

rectly get XG in real experiments is very difficult. To over-

come this difficulty, instead of XG, we used RðtÞ as a

population quantity, and developed a realistic order pa-

rameter, based on RðtÞ, to make practical characterization of

synchronization of spiking neurons in both the computational

and the experimental neuroscience (Kim and Lim 2014a).

The mean square deviation of RðtÞ plays the role of the re-

alistic order parameter O used to determine the threshold

value for the synchronization transition of spiking neurons. In

this way, synchronization transition of spiking neurons may

be well characterized in terms of the realistic order parameter

O, based on the IPFR RðtÞ.
In the field of neuroscience, power-spectral analysis of a

time-series xðtÞ (e.g., neuronal membrane potential) is often

made to examine how the variance of the data xðtÞ is dis-
tributed over the frequency components into which xðtÞmay

be decomposed (Brunel and Hakim 1999, 2008; Brunel

2000; Brunel and Wang 2003; Geisler et al. 2005; Brunel

and Hansel 2006). Following this conventional direction, we

investigate the synchronization transitions of bursting neu-

rons in the frequency domain. Themain purpose of ourworks

is to characterize the synchronization transitions of bursting

neurons in terms of ‘‘frequency-domain’’ order parameters

by extending the realistic ‘‘time-domain’’ order parameter of

spiking neurons (Kim and Lim 2014a) to the case of bursting

neurons. This extensionwork on the frequency-domain order

parameters is in contrast to another extensionworkwhere the

synchronization transitions of bursting neurons are charac-

terized in terms of the time-domain order parameters (Kim

and Lim 2014b). The IPFR RðtÞ shows the whole combined

population behaviors with both the slow and fast timescales.

To clearly investigate the synchronization transitions of

bursting neurons, we separate the slow and fast timescales of

the bursting activity via frequency filtering, and decompose

the IPFR RðtÞ into RbðtÞ [the instantaneous population burst
rate (IPBR) describing the bursting behavior] and RsðtÞ [the
instantaneous population spike rate (IPSR) describing the

intraburst spiking behavior]. In presence of the burst and

spike synchronizations, Rb and Rs exhibit regular oscilla-

tions, independently of N (the number of the bursting neu-

rons). On the other hand, in absence of the burst and spike

synchronizations, Rb and Rs become stationary as N goes to

the infinity. The synchronous oscillations of Rb and Rs in the

time domain may be well characterized by the bursting and

spiking peaks of their power spectral densities. As in the case

of the coherence resonance (Neiman 2007), each spectral

‘‘resonance’’ (i.e., peak) in the power spectral densitymay be

well analyzed in terms of a ‘‘coherence factor’’ b (i.e., a

measure of spectral coherence) which is defined by a ‘‘signal

to noise’’ ratio of the spectral peak height and its relative

width (Gang et al. 1993; Longtin 1997).We also note that the

signal to noise ratio has a long history of being used in

neuroscience as a measure of the fidelity of signal trans-

mission and detection by neurons and synapses (Schultz

2007). Then, the bursting and spiking coherence factors bb
and bs of the bursting and spiking peaks in the power spectral
densities of RbðtÞ and RsðtÞ are shown to play the role of the
bursting and spiking order parameters in the frequency do-

main which are used to determine the bursting and spiking

thresholds for the bursting and spiking transitions, respec-

tively. We also consider another raster plot of bursting onset

or offset times which visualizes the bursting behaviors more

directly. From this type of raster plot, we may directly obtain

the IPBR, R
ðonÞ
b ðtÞ or Rðoff Þ

b ðtÞ, without frequency filtering.

Then, the bursting onset and offset coherence factors, bðonÞb

and bðoff Þb , of the bursting onset and offset peaks in the power

spectral densities of R
ðonÞ
b ðtÞ and R

ðoff Þ
b ðtÞ are also shown to

play the role of the frequency-domain bursting order pa-

rameters for the bursting transition. The frequency-domain

order parameters bðonÞb and bðoff Þb yield the same bursting

threshold which is obtained through calculation of bb, and
they are more direct ones than bb because they may be di-

rectly obtained without frequency filtering. Consequently,

all the frequency-domain bursting and spiking order
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parameters may be usefully used for characterization of the

burst and and spike synchronization transitions of the

bursting neurons in the frequency domain.

This paper is organized as follows. In second section, as an

example for characterization we describe an inhibitory net-

work of bursting Hindmarsh–Rose (HR) neurons (Hindmarsh

and Rose 1982, 1984; Rose and Hindmarsh 1985; Shilnikov

and Kolomiets 2008). In third section, we separate the slow

bursting and the fast spiking timescales via frequency filtering,

and develop realistic frequency-domain bursting and spiking

order parameters (i.e., the bursting and spiking coherence

factors), based on the power spectral densities of the IPBR and

the IPSR, which are applicable in both the computational and

the experimental neuroscience. Their usefulness for charac-

terization of the burst and spike synchronization transitions is

shown in explicit examples of bursting HR neurons. Finally, a

summary is given in last section.

A network of inhibitory bursting Hindmarsh–Rose

neurons

As an example for characterization, we consider an in-

hibitory network of N globally-coupled bursting HR neu-

rons. The representative bursting HR neuron model was

originally introduced to describe the time evolution of the

membrane potential for the pond snails (Hindmarsh and

Rose 1982, 1984; Rose and Hindmarsh 1985; Shilnikov

and Kolomiets 2008). The population dynamics in this

inhibitory network is governed by the following set of

ordinary differential equations:

dxi

dt
¼ yi � ax3i þ bx2i � zi þ IDC þ Dni � Isyn;i; ð1Þ

dyi

dt
¼ c� dx2i � yi; ð2Þ

dzi

dt
¼ r sðxi � xoÞ � zi½ �; ð3Þ

dgi

dt
¼ ag1ðxiÞð1� giÞ � bgi; i ¼ 1; � � � ;N; ð4Þ

where

Isyn;i ¼
J

N � 1

XN

jð6¼iÞ
gjðtÞðxi � XsynÞ; ð5Þ

g1ðxiÞ ¼ 1=½1þ e�ðxi�x�s Þd�: ð6Þ

Here, the state of the ith HR neuron at a time t (measured in

units of milliseconds) is described by four state variables:

the fast membrane potential xi, the fast recovery current yi;

the slow adaptation current zi, and the synaptic gate vari-

able gi representing the fraction of open synaptic ion

channels. The parameters in the single HR neuron are taken

as a ¼ 1:0; b ¼ 3:0; c ¼ 1:0; d ¼ 5:0; r ¼ 0:001; s ¼ 4:0;

and xo ¼ �1:6 (Longtin 1997).

Each bursting HR neuron is stimulated by using the

common DC current IDC and an independent Gaussian

white noise ni [see the 5th and the 6th terms in Eq. (1)]

satisfying hniðtÞi ¼ 0 and hniðtÞnjðt0Þi ¼ dijdðt � t0Þ, where
h� � �i denotes the ensemble average. The noise n is a

parametric one that randomly perturbs the strength of the

applied current IDC, and its intensity is controlled by using

the parameter D. As IDC passes a threshold I�DCð’1:26Þ in
the absence of noise, each single HR neuron exhibits a

transition from a resting state to a bursting state.

Throughout this paper, we consider the suprathreshold case

of IDC ¼ 1:3 where each HR neuron exhibits spontaneous

bursting activity without noise. Figure 1a, b shows the time

series of the fast membrane potential xðtÞ and the fast re-

covery current yðtÞ, while the time series of the slow

adaptation current zðtÞ is shown in Fig. 1c. As seen well in

the time series of x and y, the bursting activity alternates,

on a slow timescale, between a silent phase and an active

(bursting) phase of fast repetitive spikings. For this case,

the slow bursting timescale is sb ’ 609 ms [corresponding

to the slow bursting frequency fbð’1:6 Hz)], while the fast

spiking timescale is ss ’18:2 ms [corresponding to the fast

spiking frequency fsð’55 Hz)].

The last term in Eq. (1) represents the synaptic coupling

of the network. Isyn;i of Eq. (5) represents a synaptic current

injected into the ith neuron. Here the coupling strength is

(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 1 Single HR neuron for IDC ¼ 1:3 and D ¼ 0. Plots of time

series of a the fast membrane potential xðtÞ, b the fast recovery

current yðtÞ, and c the slow adaptation current zðtÞ
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controlled by the parameter J and Xsyn is the synaptic re-

versal potential. Here, we use Xsyn ¼ �2 for the inhibitory

synapse. The synaptic gate variable g obeys the 1st order

kinetics of Eq. (4) (Golomb and Rinzel 1994; Wang and

Buzsáki 1996). Here, the normalized concentration of sy-

naptic transmitters, activating the synapse, is assumed to be

an instantaneous sigmoidal function of the membrane po-

tential with a threshold x�s in Eq. (6), where we set x�s ¼ 0

and d ¼ 30 (Liang et al. 2009). The transmitter release

occurs only when the neuron emits a spike (i.e., its po-

tential x is larger than x�s ). For the inhibitory GABAergic

synapse (involving the GABAA receptors), the synaptic

channel opening rate, corresponding to the inverse of the

synaptic rise time sr, is a ¼ 10ms�1, and the synaptic

closing rate b, which is the inverse of the synaptic decay

time sd, is b ¼ 0:1ms�1 (Börgers and Kopell 2003, 2005).

Hence, Isyn rises fast and decays slowly.

Numerical integration of Eqs. (1)–(4) is done using the

Heun method (San Miguel and Toral 2000) (with the

time step Dt ¼ 0:01 ms). For each realization of the

stochastic process, we choose a random initial point

½xið0Þ; yið0Þ; zið0Þ; gið0Þ� for the ith ði ¼ 1; . . .;NÞ neuron

with uniform probability in the range of xið0Þ 2 ð�2; 2Þ,
yið0Þ 2 ð�16; 0Þ, zið0Þ 2 ð1:1; 1:4Þ, and gið0Þ 2 ð0; 1Þ.

Frequency-domain order parameters for the burst

and spike synchronization transitions

In this section, we extend the realistic order parameter of

spiking neurons to the case of bursting neurons for charac-

terization of population synchronization transition in the

frequency domain. For our aim, we separate the slow

bursting and the fast spiking timescales through frequency

filtering, and decompose the IPFR RðtÞ into the IPBR RbðtÞ
(describing the bursting behavior) and the IPSR RsðtÞ (de-
scribing the intraburst spiking behavior). Then, we develop

realistic frequency-domain bursting and spiking order pa-

rameters, based on the power spectral densities of the IPBR

RbðtÞ and the IPSR RsðtÞ, and show their usefulness for

characterization of the burst and spike synchronization

transitions in explicit examples of bursting HR neurons.

As an example for characterization, we consider an in-

hibitory network of N globally-coupled bursting HR neu-

rons, and characterize the synchronization transitions of

bursting HR neurons in the frequency domain by varying

the noise intensity D. To compare our results in the fre-

quency domain with those in the time domain, we fix the

DC current strength IDC and the coupling strength J at

IDC ¼ 1:3 and J ¼ 0:3, as in the time-domain work (Kim

and Lim 2014b). In computational neuroscience, a

population-averaged global potential,

XGðtÞ ¼
1

N

XN

i¼1

xiðtÞ; ð7Þ

is often used for describing emergence of population syn-

chronization. In this study, we consider the population

behaviors after the transient time of 2� 103 ms. Although

the global potential XG is an important ensemble-averaged

quantity to describe synchronization in computational

neuroscience, it is practically difficult to directly get XG in

real experiments. To overcome this difficulty, instead of

XG, we use the IPFR which is an experimentally-obtainable

population quantity used in both the experimental and the

computational neuroscience (Brunel and Hakim 1999,

2008; Brunel 2000; Brunel and Wang 2003; Geisler et al.

2005; Brunel and Hansel 2006; Wang 2010). The IPFR is

obtained from the raster plot of spikes which is a collection

of spike trains of individual neurons. Such raster plots of

spikes, where population synchronization may be well vi-

sualized, are fundamental data in the experimental neuro-

science. The raster plots of spikes in Fig. 2a1–a5 shows

population states for various values of noise intensity D. To

get a smooth IPFR from the raster plot of spikes, we em-

ploy the kernel density estimation (kernel smoother) (Shi-

mazaki and Shinomoto 2010). Each spike in the raster plot

is convoluted (or blurred) with a kernel function KhðtÞ to

get a smooth estimate of IPFR, RðtÞ:

RðtÞ ¼ 1

N

XN

i¼1

Xni

s¼1

Khðt � tðiÞs Þ; ð8Þ

where t
ðiÞ
s is the sth spiking time of the ith neuron, ni is the

total number of spikes for the ith neuron, and we use a

Gaussian kernel function of band width h:

KhðtÞ ¼
1ffiffiffiffiffiffi
2p

p
h
e�t2=2h2 ; �1\t\1: ð9Þ

Figure 2b1–b5 shows smooth IPFR kernel estimates RðtÞ of
band width h ¼ 1 ms for D ¼ 0, 0.01, 0.04, 0.06 and 0.08,

respectively. For D ¼ 0, clear ‘‘bursting bands,’’ each of

which is composed of ‘‘stripes’’ of spikes, appear succes-

sively at nearly regular time intervals (see Fig. 2a1); a

magnified 1st intraburst band is given in Fig. 3a1. For the

case of D ¼ 0, both the burst synchronization [synchrony

on the slow bursting timescale sb (’215 ms)] and the spike

synchronization [synchrony on the fast spike timescale

ssð’14:6 ms)] occur in each bursting band. As a result of

this complete synchronization, the IPFR kernel estimate

RðtÞ shows a bursting activity [i.e., fast spikings appear on

a slow wave in RðtÞ], as shown in Fig. 2b1. However, as D

is increased, loss of spike synchronization occurs in each

bursting band because spiking stripes become smeared due

to a destructive role of noise. As an example, see the case

of D ¼ 0:01 where the raster plot of spikes and the IPFR

414 Cogn Neurodyn (2015) 9:411–421
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kernel estimate RðtÞ are shown in Fig. 2a2, b2, respec-

tively. The magnified 1st bursting band in Fig. 3a3 show

smearing of the spiking stripes well. Consequently, the

amplitude of RðtÞ decreases, as shown in Fig. 2b2. As D is

further increased and passes a spiking noise threshold

D�
s ð’0:032Þ, complete loss of spike synchronization occurs

in each bursting band. Then, only the burst synchronization

(without spike synchronization) occurs, as shown in the

case of D ¼ 0:04 in Fig. 2a3, b3. For this case, RðtÞ shows
a slow-wave oscillation without spikes. With increase in D,

such ‘‘incoherent’’ bursting bands become more and more

smeared, and hence the degree of burst synchronization

decreases (e.g., see the case of D ¼ 0:06 in Fig. 2a4). As a

result, the amplitude of RðtÞ is further decreased, as shown
in Fig. 2b4 for D ¼ 0:06. With further increasing D, in-

coherent bursting bands begin to overlap, which eventually

results in the complete loss of burst synchronization as D

passes another larger bursting noise threshold D�
bð’0:068Þ.

Consequently, for D[D�
b, completely unsynchronized

states with nearly stationary RðtÞ appear, as shown in the

case of D ¼ 0:08 in Fig. 2a5, b5.

The (above) IPFR kernel estimate RðtÞ is a population

quantity describing the ‘‘whole’’ combined collective be-

haviors of bursting neurons with both the slow bursting and

the fast spiking timescales. Through frequency filtering, we

separate the slow and the fast timescales, and decompose the

IPFR kernel estimate RðtÞ into the IPBR RbðtÞ and the IPSR
RsðtÞ for more clear investigation of the burst and spike

synchronizations. Through band-pass filtering of RðtÞ [with
the lower and the higher cut-off frequencies of 3 Hz (high-

pass filter) and 7 Hz (low-pass filer)], we get the regularly-

oscillating IPBR RbðtÞ (containing only the slow wave

Fig. 2 Population bursting states for various values of D and

determination of the bursting noise threshold D�
b in an inhibitory

ensemble of N globally-coupled bursting HR neurons for IDC ¼ 1:3
and J ¼ 0:3: synchronized bursting states for D ¼ 0; 0.01, 0.04, and

0.06, and unsynchronized bursting state for D ¼ 0:08. N ¼ 103 except

for the case of (e). a1–a5 Raster plots of neural spikes, b1–b5 time

series of IPFR kernel estimate RðtÞ (the band width h of the Gaussian

kernel function is 1 ms), c1–c5 time series of band-pass filtered IPBR

RbðtÞ [lower and higher cut-off frequencies of 3 Hz (high-pass filter)

and 7 Hz (low-pass filter)], and d1–d5 one-sided power spectra of

DRbðtÞ½¼ RbðtÞ � RbðtÞ� with mean-squared amplitude normalization.

Each power spectrum in d1–d5 is made of 215 data points and it is

smoothed by the Daniell filters of lengths 3 and 5. e Plots of realistic

frequency-domain bursting order parameter hbbir versus D:hbbir is

obtained through average over 20 realizations for each D

Cogn Neurodyn (2015) 9:411–421 415
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without spikes) in Fig. 2c1–c5 for D ¼ 0, 0.01, 0.04, 0.06,

and 0.08. AsD is increased, the amplitude of RbðtÞ decreases
gradually, and eventually RbðtÞ becomes nearly stationary

whenD passes the bursting noise thresholdD�
bð’0:068Þ. We

note that synchronous oscillations of RbðtÞ in the time do-

main are characterized by the bursting peaks in the power

spectral densities of DRbðtÞ½¼ RbðtÞ � RbðtÞ�, where the

overline represents the time average. Figure 2d1–d5 shows

distinct bursting peaks in the power spectra of DRbðtÞ; each
power spectrum is made of 215 data points and smoothed

through the Daniell filters of length 3 and 5 (Bloomfield

2000). Then, each bursting peak may be analyzed well in

terms of a bursting coherence factor bb defined by the

product of the height Hp and the Q factor of the peak

(Neiman 2007; Gang et al. 1993; Longtin 1997):

bb ¼ Hp Q; Q ¼ fp=Dfp: ð10Þ

Here, fp and Dfp are the frequency of the bursting peak and

the width of the bursting peak at the height of e�1=2h, re-

spectively. For more accurate results, we repeat the process

to get the bursting coherence factor bb for multiple real-

izations. Thus, we obtain hbbir (average bursting coherence
factor) through average over 20 realizations. Figure 2e

shows plots of the average bursting coherence factor hbbir
versus D. ForD\D�

bð’0:068), synchronized bursting states
exist because the values of hbbir become saturated to non-

Fig. 3 Population intraburst spiking states for various values of D

and determination of the bursting noise threshold D�
s in an inhibitory

ensemble of N globally-coupled bursting HR neurons for IDC ¼ 1:3
and J ¼ 0:3: synchronized spiking states for D ¼ 0; 0.005, 0.01, and

0.02, and unsynchronized spiking state for D ¼ 0:06. N ¼ 103 except

for the case of (d). a1–a5 Raster plots of neural spikes and b1–b5 time

series of the band-pass filtered IPSR RðtÞ [lower and higher cut-off

frequencies of 30 Hz (high-pass filter) and 90 Hz (low-pass filter)] in

the 1st global bursting cycle of the IPBR RbðtÞ (after the transient

time of 2� 103 ms) for each D. c1–c5 One-sided power spectra of

DRsðtÞ½¼ RsðtÞ � RsðtÞ� with mean-squared amplitude normalization.

Each power spectrum in c1–c5 is made of 28 data points for each

global bursting cycle of RbðtÞ and it is smoothed by the Daniell filters

of lengths 3 and 5. d Plots of realistic frequency-domain spiking order

parameter hhbsibir versus D; hhbsibir is obtained through double-

averaging over the 20 bursting cycles and the 20 realizations

416 Cogn Neurodyn (2015) 9:411–421
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zero limit values in the thermodynamic limit of N ! 1
(i.e., bursting peaks persist, independently of N). However,

as D passes the bursting noise threshold D�
b, the average

bursting coherence factor hbbir tends to zero as N ! 1
(i.e., eventually bursting peaks disappear in the thermody-

namic limit), and hence a transition to unsynchronized

bursting states occurs because the noise spoils the burst

synchronization completely. In this way, the average

bursting coherence factor hbbir describes the burst syn-

chronization transition well in the frequency domain, and

hence it plays the role of the realistic frequency-domain

bursting order parameter for the bursting transition (i.e., one

can determine the bursting noise threshold D�
b through

calculation of hbbir). This frequency-domain bursting order

parameter hbbir is in contrast to the time-domain bursting

order parameter, based on the time-averaged fluctuation of

the IPBR RbðtÞ (Kim and Lim 2014b). In spite of their

difference, calculations of both the frequency-domain and

the time-domain bursting order parameters result in the

same bursting noise threshold D�
b [compare Fig. 2e with

Fig. 3(a) in Kim and Lim (2014b)]. Consequently, the fre-

quency-domain bursting order parameter may be used ef-

fectively to determine D�
b for the bursting transition, like the

case of the time-domain bursting order parameter.

From now on, we investigate the intraburst spike syn-

chronization transition of bursting HR neurons in the fre-

quency domain by varying the noise intensity D. Figure

3a1–a5, b1–b5 shows the raster plots of intraburst spikes

and the corresponding (band-pass filtered) IPSR RsðtÞ
during the 1st global bursting cycle of the IPBR RbðtÞ,
respectively for various values of D: synchronized spiking

states for D ¼ 0, 0.005, 0.01, and 0.02, and unsynchronized

spiking state for D ¼ 0:06. Here, the IPSRs RsðtÞ are ob-

tained through band-pass filtering of the IPFR kernel esti-

mate RðtÞ [with the lower and the higher cut-off

frequencies of 30 Hz (high-pass filter) and 90 Hz (low-pass

filer)]. Then, the intraburst spike synchronization may be

well described in terms of RsðtÞ. For D ¼ 0, clear 8 spiking

stripes (composed of spikes and indicating population spike

synchronization) appear in the intraburst band of the 1st

global bursting cycle of RbðtÞ in Fig. 3a1, and the band-

pass filtered IPSR RsðtÞ shows only the fast spiking oscil-

lations (without a slow wave) with the population spiking

frequency fsð’68:5 Hz) in Fig. 3b1. However, as D is in-

creased, spiking stripes in the intraburst band become more

and more smeared (e.g., see the cases of D ¼ 0:005, 0.01,

and 0.02). Consequently, the amplitude of RsðtÞ decreases
due to loss of spike synchronization. Eventually, when D

passes the spiking noise threshold D�
s ð’0:032Þ, spikes be-

come completely scattered within the intraburst band, and

RsðtÞ becomes nearly stationary. Consequently, for

D[D�
s , complete loss of spike synchronization occurs in

the intraburst band, as shown in Fig. 3b5 for D ¼ 0:06.

Figure 3c1–c5 shows the power spectra of DRsðtÞ½¼
RsðtÞ � RsðtÞ� in the 1st global bursting cycle of RbðtÞ: each
power spectrum is made of 28 data points and smoothed

through the Daniell filters of length 3 and 5. Spiking peaks

in their power spectra are analyzed in terms of the spiking

coherence factors bs (defined by the product of the height

Hp and the Q factor of the peak). For more accurate results,

we repeat the process to get bs for multiple realizations. In

each realization we follow the 20 global bursting cycles of

RbðtÞ, and get the double-averaged spiking coherence fac-

tor hhbsibir through average over 20 realizations. Figure 3d

shows plots of the double-averaged spiking coherence

factor hhbsibir versus D. For D\D�
s ð’0:032), synchro-

nized spiking states exist because the values of hhbsibir
become saturated to non-zero limit values as N ! 1 (i.e.,

spiking peaks persist, irrespectively of N). However, when

D passes the spiking noise threshold D�
s , hhbsibir tends to

zero in the thermodynamic limit of N ! 1 (i.e., eventu-

ally spiking peaks disappear in the thermodynamic limit),

and hence a transition to unsynchronized spiking states

occurs because the noise spoils the intraburst spike syn-

chronization completely. In this way, the double-averaged

spiking coherence factor hhbsibir describes the intraburst

spike synchronization transition well in the frequency do-

main, and hence it plays the role of the realistic frequency-

domain spiking order parameter for the spiking transition

(i.e., one can determine the spiking noise threshold D�
s

through calculation of hhbsibir). This frequency-domain

spiking order parameter is also in contrast to the time-

domain spiking order parameter, based on the time-aver-

aged fluctuation of the IPSR RsðtÞ (Kim and Lim 2014b).

We also note that both the frequency-domain and the time-

domain spiking order parameters yield the same spiking

noise threshold D�
s [compare Fig. 3d with Fig. 6(d) in Kim

and Lim (2014b)]. Consequently, the frequency-domain

spiking order parameter may also be used effectively to

determine D�
s for the spiking transition, as in the case of the

time-domain spiking order parameter.

Finally, we consider another raster plot of bursting onset

or offset times for more direct visualization of bursting

behavior. [At the onset (offset) times of the ith bursting HR

neuron, its individual potential xi passes the threshold of

x�b ¼ �1 from below (above)]. Without frequency filtering,

we can directly obtain the IPBR kernel estimate, R
ðonÞ
b ðtÞ

[R
ðoff Þ
b ðtÞ] from the raster plot of the bursting onset (offset)

times. Figure 4a1–a5 shows the raster plots of the bursting

onset times for various values of D, while the raster plots of

the bursting offset times are shown in Fig. 4c1–c5. From

these raster plots of the bursting onset (offset) times, we
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obtain smooth IPBR kernel estimates, R
ðonÞ
b ðtÞ [Rðoff Þ

b ðtÞ], of
band width h ¼ 50 ms in Fig. 4b1(d1)–b5(d5) for D ¼ 0,

0.01, 0.04, 0.06, and 0.08. For D ¼ 0, clear bursting

‘‘stripes’’ [composed of bursting onset (offset) times and

indicating burst synchronization] appear successively at

nearly regular time intervals; the bursting onset and offset

stripes are time-shifted (see Fig. 4a1, c1). The corre-

sponding IPBR kernel estimates, R
ðonÞ
b ðtÞ and R

ðoff Þ
b ðtÞ, for

D ¼ 0 show regular oscillations with the same population

bursting frequency fbð’4:7 Hz), although they are phase-

shifted (see Fig. 4b1, d1). With increasing D, the bursting

onset and offset stripes in the raster plots become smeared

and begin to overlap, and thus the degree of the burst

synchronization decreases. As a result, the amplitudes of

both R
ðonÞ
b ðtÞ and R

ðoff Þ
b ðtÞ decrease gradually (e.g., see the

cases of D ¼ 0:01, 0.04, and 0.06). Eventually, as D passes

the bursting noise threshold D�
bð’0:068Þ, bursting onset

and offset times become completely scattered in the raster

plots, and the corresponding IPBR kernel estimates,

R
ðonÞ
b ðtÞ and R

ðoff Þ
b ðtÞ, become nearly stationary, as shown

in Fig. 4b5, d5 for D ¼ 0:08. Figure 4e1–e5 shows the

power spectra of DRðonÞ
b ðtÞ½¼ R

ðonÞ
b ðtÞ � R

ðonÞ
b ðtÞ�, while

Figure 4f1–f5 shows the power spectra of

Fig. 4 Population bursting

states represented by the

bursting onset and offset times

for various values of D and

determination of the bursting

noise threshold D�
b in an

inhibitory ensemble of N

globally-coupled bursting HR

neurons for IDC ¼ 1:3 and

J ¼ 0:3: synchronized bursting

states for D ¼ 0; 0.01, 0.04, and
0.06, and unsynchronized

bursting state for D ¼ 0:08.

N ¼ 103 except for the cases of

(g1) and (g2). a1–a5 Raster

plots of the bursting onset times

and b1–b5 time series of the

IPBR R
ðonÞ
b ðtÞ (the band width h

of the Gaussian kernel function

is 50 ms). c1–c5 Raster plot of

the bursting offset times and

d1–d5 time series of the IPBR

R
ðoff Þ
b ðtÞ (the band width h of the

Gaussian kernel function is 50

ms). e1–e5 One-sided power

spectra of DRðonÞ
b ðtÞ½¼

R
ðonÞ
b ðtÞ � R

ðonÞ
b ðtÞ� with mean-

squared amplitude

normalization and f1–f5 one-

sided power spectra of

DRðoff Þ
b ðtÞ½¼ R

ðoff Þ
b ðtÞ � R

ðoff Þ
b ðtÞ�

with mean-squared amplitude

normalization. Each power

spectrum is made of 215 data

points and it is smoothed by the

Daniell filters of lengths 3 and

5. Plots of realistic frequency-

domain bursting order

parameters g1 hbonÞb i
r
and g2

hboff Þb ir versus D: hb
ðonÞ
b ir and

hbðoff Þb ir are obtained through

average over 20 realizations for

each D
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DRðoff Þ
b ðtÞ½¼ R

ðoff Þ
b ðtÞ � R

ðoff Þ
b ðtÞ�; each power spectrum is

made of 215 data points and smoothed through the Daniell

filters of length 3 and 5. Bursting onset and offset peaks in

these power spectra are analyzed in terms of the bursting

onset and offset coherence factors bðonÞb and bðoff Þb (each

coherence factor of a peak is defined by the product of the

height h and the Q factor of the peak). For more accurate

results, we repeat the process to obtain bðonÞb and bðoff Þb for

multiple realizations. Thus, we obtain hbðonÞb ir (average

bursting onset coherence factor) and hbðoff Þb ir (average

bursting offset coherence factor) through average over 20

realizations. Figure 4g1, g2 shows plots of the average

bursting onset and offset coherence factor hbðonÞb ir and

hbðoff Þb ir versus D, respectively. As in the case of the

(above) average bursting coherence factor hbbir, when

passing the same bursting noise threshold D�
bð’0:068Þ,

both the average bursting onset and offset coherence fac-

tors hbðonÞb ir and hbðoff Þb ir go to zero as N ! 1 (i.e.,

eventually bursting onset and offset peaks disappear in the

thermodynamic limit), and hence a transition to burst un-

synchronization occurs for D[D�
b, because the noise

breaks up the burst synchronization completely. In this

way, both the average bursting onset and offset coherence

factors, hbðonÞb ir and hbðoff Þb ir, describe the burst synchro-

nization transition well in the frequency domain, and hence

they also play the role of the realistic frequency-domain

bursting order parameters for the bursting transition to-

gether with hbbir. These frequency-domain bursting order

parameters are also in contrast to the time-domain bursting

order parameters, based on the time-averaged fluctuations

of R
ðonÞ
b ðtÞ and R

ðoff Þ
b ðtÞ (Kim and Lim 2014b). We note that

both the frequency-domain and the time-domain bursting

order parameters yield the same bursting noise threshold

D�
b [compare Fig. 4g1, g2 with Fig. 3(b) and (c) in Kim and

Lim (2014b)]. Consequently, along with hbbir, the fre-

quency-domain bursting order parameters, hbðonÞb ir and

hbðoff Þb ir, may also be used effectively to determine D�
b for

the bursting transition, as in the case of the time-domain

bursting order parameters.

Summary

We have extended the realistic time-domain order pa-

rameter of spiking neurons to the case of bursting neurons.

Their usefulness for characterization of the burst and spike

synchronization transitions in the frequency domain has

been shown in explicit examples of bursting HR neu-

rons by varying the noise intensity D. Population

synchronization may be well visualized in the raster plot of

neural spikes which may be obtained in experiments. The

IPFR kernel estimate RðtÞ, which is obtained from the

raster plot of spikes, is a realistic collective quantity de-

scribing the whole combined population behaviors with the

slow bursting and the fast spiking timescales. Through

frequency filtering, we have decomposed the IPFR kernel

estimate RðtÞ into the IPBR RbðtÞ and the IPSR RsðtÞ. We

note that both RbðtÞ and RsðtÞ may be used to effectively

characterize the burst and spike synchronizations, respec-

tively. For synchronous cases, oscillations of Rb and Rs in

the time domain are characterized by the bursting and

spiking peaks in their power spectral densities. Similar to

the case of coherence resonance, each spectral resonance

(i.e., peak) may be well analyzed in terms of the coherence

factor b, defined by a ‘‘signal to noise’’ ratio of the spectral

peak height and its relative width. The average bursting

and spiking coherence factors hbbir and hhbsibir of the

bursting and spiking peaks in the power spectral densities

of DRb and DRs have been found to play the role of the

frequency-domain bursting and spiking order parameters

for the burst and spike synchronization transitions, re-

spectively. Through calculation of hbbir and hhbsibir, we
have determined the noise bursting and spiking thresholds,

D�
b and D�

s , beyond which the burst and spike synchro-

nizations break up, respectively. For more direct visual-

ization of bursting behavior, we consider another raster plot

of bursting onset or offset times, from which the IPBR,

R
ðonÞ
b ðtÞ or R

ðoff Þ
b ðtÞ, can be directly obtained without fre-

quency filtering. Then, the average bursting onset and

offset coherence factors, hbðonÞb ir and hbðoff Þb ir of the

bursting onset and offset peaks in the power spectral den-

sities of DRðonÞ
b ðtÞ and DRðoff Þ

b ðtÞ have also been shown to

play the role of the frequency-domain bursting order pa-

rameters for the bursting transition. These frequency-do-

main order parameters hbðonÞb ir and hbðoff Þb ir yield the same

bursting noise threshold D�
b which is obtained via calcu-

lation of hbbir, and they are more direct ones than hbbir
because they may be directly obtained without frequency

filtering. We also note that all these bursting and spiking

noise thresholds are the same as those obtained through

calculations of the time-domain bursting and spiking order

parameters (Kim and Lim 2014b). Consequently, the fre-

quency-domain bursting and spiking order parameters may

be usefully used for characterizing the burst and spike

synchronization transitions of the bursting neurons, as in

the case of the time-domain bursting and spiking order

parameters.
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